Suck Push Bang Blow
The LMVEMC Official Club newsletter

February to July 2022
Correspondence to be directed to :
LMVEMC
Email: lmvemc@gmail.com
Post:
PO Box 829
Murray Bridge SA 5253
Hey there everybody….
Welcome to 2022, I trust that the Silly season was good to you all…. If it was anything like mine it went all too fast although I
did manage to eat too much, catch up on sleep and prep as best I could for everything that’s happening in the near future.
Its just a short 7 weeks or so until OUR rally & tractor pull, which will be on us before we know it. We already have entry forms
from Vic & NSW and plenty of interest from the tractor peeps around the area so it should be a big show. Also there have been
a few other bits of news to come up recently…. Read on to check it out….

UPCOMING EVENTS
MEETINGS
February 13th EARLY START 2pm
March 13th EARLY START 2pm
April 10th
SHOWS/RALLIES
OUR RALLY 19 & 20th March
Booleroo 26 & 27th March
Mundulla Tractor Pull 21st August

Lower Murray Heritage Rally
19 & 20 March 2022
It's All systems go, entry forms are out, now the hard
yards start…
We ARE going to need help from members, with such
things as
- BBQ COOKS
-GATE PERSONS

-FOOD & DRINK SELLERS
-COVID MARSHALS

-SITE SET UP & DISMANTLE
-SAT NIGHT TEA COOKS & SERVE
-RAFFLE TICKET ORGANISERS
-SECTION SUPERVISORS (Engines, Cars, Tractors, Other)
-TROPHY JUDGING
-WATER CART PERSON

-SECURITY
- FORKLIFT OPERATORS

-CLUB ENGINE & TRACTOR COORDINATOR
Just a quiet word to let members know that we have
been approached by MB Council in regard to the
possible future expansion & redevelopment of the MB
Basketball Assoc Courts & stadium..
Jayme was called to a meeting, discussions were had,
and an onsite visit at our shed has happened.
In very short form, they want us to give approval for the
club shed & our leased areas to move position at the
showgrounds, and what we would need to "sweeten the
deal"
If you'd like to know more, or have input please attend
the next few club meetings.

-DUNNY, BIN, TABLE CLEANERS
And plenty more… We don’t often ask members for
help, but to make a go of this we will need some.
Even if it’s a few hours, or a single job, please stand up
now that you're needed.
We will have rally meetings before the next two regular
meetings for those who can attend and would like to
contribute toward this rally.
Thanks Jayme

Milang's Yesterday's Power Rally 2022
Last Friday we started by saying that we might give the Milang rally the flick as it had
been (and looked like) it would be hot. At lunch time we had a change of mind and
decided to make a run for it. Finally we were loaded by dark with our collection of
tractors made from sewing machines and associated implements.
Arriving at Milang at 8 am Saturday morning to be confronted by swarms of mosquitos
ready to eat us alive….. Betty high tailed it down the main street to get repellent &
thankfully that stopped them in their tracks. They were exceptionally bad we had never
experienced any thing like it as they swarmed.
We set up near the entrance to the rally field and had people passing in and out all weekend.
Estimated at 85 to 90 percent of people stopping looking asking question and taking photos, their comments
were 100 percent positive.
We were amazed at the positive interest along with the photos taken (mobile phones now the norm)
At closing time on the first day we covered up our gear and drove back to Murray Bridge for the night,
this took 40 minutes which we repeated in the morning on a different road.
The weather was a lot better than expected with a cool breeze coming of Lake Alexandrina all day
It was a very successful weekend there have been no rallies for some time and it was good to let our hair
down.
A great opportunity to catch up with people from far and wide who we had not seen for a long time.
We met people from Canberra having swapped an engine with them years ago, so it was nice to catch up.
All machinery was stopped at 3 pm Sunday . With the help of a good mate from Meningie to help load, we
left for home, arriving at 5 p.m.
with heaps stories to tell.
It was physically totally
exhausting. With this in mind
we are not sure if we will ever
attempt to do it again.
Maybe set our displays at home
then just become admirers!
Betty & Devon Amber
Tollcross
Murray Bridge

It was a bad weekend to be a rock…. 4 crushers and a stamper were in amongst Jayme, Lyam & Nick's Display at Milang

Wednesday's Play Group have been awarded a $1500 grant for workshop equipment from the Community Men's Shed
organisation. Huge thankyou to Men's Shed for their generosity, and cant wait for Rodney to arrange the tools that we need to
make the jobs a lot easier.

**** HEAVY VEHICLES & LOADS ****
The correspondence received from FHMC
recently certainly put the wind up a few vehicle
owners… and rightly so.
After (I'm sure) much to and fro with
government departments and politicians, they
have released the following statement:
The “Not permitted to Carry Loads” on
conditionally registered vehicles with a GMV
greater than 4500kg stems from an apparent
mis-interpretation of the code by Service SA
after consultation with DIT we can state
“It would not be inconsistent with the
Act to permit a conditionally registered
vehicle over 4500kg GVM to carry a load”

We would strongly urge clubs to advise
their members where applicable, to be
prudent in the choice of load on their
conditionally registered vehicle, i.e.
using the vehicle to carrying a historic
vehicle, tractor or machinery to a display
would be in the realms of an applicable
load, but doing a quick run to the dump
or carrying goods for sale to a swap
meet may fall outside the terms of the
conditions of registration.
With this in mind, Use & load your vehicles….
but please use them for the right thing.

Left : someone used a load
binder as a lifting sling.
Below : Nick working out that
the fuel pick up pipe was left
off after a little tinkering….

Left : Who didn't
check the wheel
nuts?... And what a
spot to let go!! .

Things don’t always go as planned…
lucky someone is there to share the
experience…
Below : Found the
spanner… in the Turbo

Below: A bit loose on the crank

Above : the result of not
putting a split pin in a big
end bolt….

